
Appliques, Quilts and More - Heidi Herzog-Dietz 
Wildlife Applique Wall Hanging 
 
To Register: https://muttonhillquilts.submittable.com/submit/9101b979-e489-471f-9502-
cfa4600b268d/wildlife-applique-wall-hanging-class  
 
Description: In this class you will create an applique wall hanging in your choice of zebra, giraffe, deer, moose, 
lion, bear or tiger.  Approximate finished size is 21" x 21" 

Length: 3 hours 

Hand/Machine: machine 

Skill Level: Beginner-Intermediate 

Kit Cost: $25 

Total Cost (Class + Kit): $65 

Day/Time: Friday, 1-4 

Room: OMNOVA-B 

Kit Description: Kit will include all pieces laser cut for accuracy:  applique, background fabric, boarders and 
backing.  Also included is batting needed for project. 

Student to Bring: Rotary cutter, ruler and mat.  Small scissors (for thread trimming).  Spool of good quality 
black thread. 

Instructor Bio: Heidi Herzog-Dietz has a long history of sewing experience, from the time she was in grade 
school and taught herself to sew on her mother’s sewing machine to the present, making clothing for herself 
and others.  It was in the early 1980s when she was employed at Jo Ann Fabrics that she started to quilt, again 
teaching herself from Eleanor Burns “Quilt in a Day Book”.  In 1999, she added machine embroidery to her 
hobbies, and today that has turned into a home-based business for her. 

Over the years, Heidi has taught many classes either privately or at local sewing machine dealers.  She was 
able to team up with Carolyn Burgess of Applique, Quilts and More, and enjoys creating new samples, giving 
demos, teaching classes and traveling to various quilt shows and sewing expos. 

Skill Level Definitions: 

Beginner- An easy project suitable for a quilter just starting out. To build quilting skills, good beginner skills 
include basic seaming, 4-Patch squares, and other simple piecing projects 

Intermediate- An intermediate quilter may have mastered more skills than a beginner or novice but still not 
be ready for advanced quilting techniques. Some intermediate quilting skills include simple free-motion 
quilting, piecing, and needle-turn applique work. 

Advanced- Advanced quilting techniques include needle-turn applique work, curved piecing, feathers, and 
complicated free-motion quilting. Advanced quilters may also be ready to design their own quilts or work free-
hand on more complicated designs.  
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